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About This Game

A MAGICAL WORLD FULL OF WITCHCRAFT AND WIZARDRY AWAITS
YOU!

Join the worlds best wizard academy and embark on an exciting, mysterious journey. Learn 4 different and mighty spells to
change the world around you, experience a breathtaking plot about the lost wizard Rhobar or challenge yourself in the freeroam
mode! Combine the use of the 4 unique Spells Auraco, Luminos, Terramus and Ignis so solve magical puzzles and find the ideal

route in the Spell-Challenges. Set your own highscore and rise the bar for other wizards to a new level.

FEATURES:

Gameplay specifically designed for PC

2 game modes - Freeroam & Story

Open world experience with no loading pauses

Use combinations of your spells to solve magic puzzles

Modern graphics by Unreal Engine 3 and high resolution Textures
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Epic Soundtrack by Kevin MacLeod

DRM free & only free DLCs

4k Support
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Title: Revenge: Rhobar's myth
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Polygon Art
Publisher:
Polygon Art
Release Date: 8 Sep, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Win7 32-bit, Win8/8.1 32-bit

Processor: Core 2 Duo E8200 2.66GHz or Phenom II X2 545

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTS 250 or Radeon HD 4830 (at least 1GB VRAM)

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 4 GB available space

Additional Notes: The game could run on Windows XP but is not tested! The requirements can change during development.
The use of mobile GPUs can sometimes cause problems.
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revenge rhobar's myth

Hardware: Win 10 x64, GTX 1070. Can't get this one to run, crashes 100% of the time trying to enter the game from the main
screen. Changing settings and using compatibility modes on the launcher and main game executable did not work.

This game uses Unreal v3. There was a bug with the Unreal engine v 4.14 and later that was causing crashes on many newer
video cards, the 9xx and 10xx generation of nVidia cards especially; I encountered this with another game. It was fixed in that
other game by the dev updating the engine to v 4.17. It's possible the crash in this game is caused by a similar issue.

Since the Dev has announced end of support for this title, I suspect this won't get examined, and am posting this information in a
review to recommend that, if you do purchase this game, you test it within the 2 week refund period to be sure it will work for
you.. Game crashes on start up, tried numerous fixes for Unreal SDK errors, all a no go. Dev has pretty much abandoned this
game, so silly me for even giving it a try. Requested refund.. It's buggy and not does not have a lot of depth, but it's got
something to it that makes it really likable. You can feel the effort and motivation that went into making it.. I gave this game a
full spin to see if I would like it....... Not so much.. https:\/\/youtu.be\/6I9C6gYDUwU
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